Mood and Modality (Modern Hebrew)

The category of Mood, like that of Modality, is related to the distinction between actual, i.e., real or factual, states of affairs and those which are not actual. From a general cross-linguistic perspective, Mood is sometimes taken to be a subtype of Modality, and is more readily associated with morphological inflection on the verb (Palmer 2001).

1. Mood

In Modern Hebrew, four types of mood (Hebrew דרך derex) can be distinguished, mainly on syntactic grounds: the indicative, the imperative, the optative/subjunctive (volitive), and the conditional moods (→ Verbal system; Imperative; Optative Expressions; Conditional Clause). The first three are known in traditional Hebrew grammatical terminology as דרך החיווי derex ha-xivuy, דרך הציווי derex ha-ßivuy, and דרך האיווי derex ha-±ivuy, respectively.

The indicative

The indicative mood, which is the one linked with asserting facts, is unmarked. The verbal forms used to express this mood are surveyed in the entry on tense.

The imperative

The imperative mood is used mainly for expressing orders, commands, requests, and instructions. Clauses containing imperatives generally involve a covert subject related to the addressee. These clauses cannot be embedded. In colloquial registers it is generally the future form (i.e., יָקִּתְל yiqtol) that serves to express the imperative mood, with only a few verbs maintaining their imperative form, e.g., כָּפָה qam ‘stand up’, שֵׁב šev ‘sit’, בָּא bo’ ‘come’, לְכָּל lex ‘go’, לְכָּל le sa ‘drive off’. More formal registers tend to use the imperative form, though official orders and instructions often employ the infinitive. Irrespective of register, the imperative mood is characterized by a distinct way of marking negation: the particle אל al is used with the future tense form of the verb. In the following example, (1a) illustrates negation of the imperative mood, whereas (1b) illustrates future tense negation of the indicative mood.

(1a)

אל תבוא al ta-vø 2MS.-come.FUT
‘Don’t come!’

(1b)

אל תבוא lo ta-vø 2MS.-come.FUT
‘You won’t come’.

See the following examples of infinitival forms used to express the imperative mood in a similar manner to the imperative form; (2a) expresses a command, (2b) an instruction. Unlike the negative command expressed by אל ‘not’ + future, the infinitive is negated by the negative form לא lo ‘not’:

(2a)

לָקֵם laqum to.stand up
‘Stand up!’

(2b)

לעֶנֶר לִפְנֵי לְסִימוּש lene’er lifney šimuš to.shake before use
‘Shake before use.’

The optative/subjunctive

The optative/subjunctive mood, conveying volitivity, is manifested syntactically and not morphologically. In an older (and now more formal) register of Modern Hebrew, Rosén (1977) notes verb-subject inversion with a future tense verb as conveying volitivity (examples 3–4 are from Rosén 1977:231). (3a) is a simple indicative sentence expressing a statement about a state of affairs in the future, whereas (3b) expresses a wish:

(3a)

יִשָּׁמֶשׁ בָּרוּךְ הַחַיָּה yosef ye-vorax 2MS.-be.blessed.FUT on deeds-3MS.
‘Yosef will be blessed for his deeds’.

(3b)

יֶשֶׁחַ בָּרוּךְ הַחַיָּה yosef ye-vorax 2MS.-be.blessed.FUT on deeds-3MS.
‘Yosef will be blessed for his deeds’.
Rosén indicates that the two different syntactic patterns can be detected by the use of negation. (4a) is negated with the negative particle לא lo while (4b) is negated using the particle לא 'al.

In the modern standard register, the subjunctive mood is marked, as in the examples in (5), with the subordinating particle -ש še- ‘that’ introducing a main clause.

In the presence of the subordinating particle (5), word order is not a determining factor for mood interpretation as it is in the older example (3b).

The examples in (5) are reminiscent of the complements to the invariant expression halavay הלוואי, roughly translatable as ‘let it be, (I) wish, if only’. However, it is unlikely that there is a silent halavay הלוואי before sentences such as in (5) since halavay הלוואי does not pose restrictions on the tense of the verb in the clause it selects, whereas those exemplified in (5) can only appear with the future tense form of the verb. In example (7), the speaker expresses a wish about a state of affairs which is supposed to hold prior to the utterance time, the outcome of which is not certain from the speaker’s point of view.

The sentences in example (5) share properties with clausal complements embedded by a group of verbs related to the speech acts of ordering, demanding, suggesting, such as lehamliś ‘recommend’, לזרע lehasia(’) ‘propose’, למשת lesavot ‘order’, ליזהר lehazhir ‘warn’, לזרה lidroś ‘demand’, לשרד lešadel ‘urge’. In languages with a distinct subjunctive morphological inflection, these verbs select for the subjunctive mood. Landau (2004) identifies three syntactic properties suggesting that clauses...
embedded under these verbs form a subjunctive-like natural class (examples (8)–(10) below are adapted from Landau 2004:816–821).

First, the embedded clause may only feature the future tense verb form.

Second, when the embedded verb is inflected for third person, no overt (pro)nominial subject is required, contrary to the general pattern in plain clauses containing a future tense verb (9) (→ Pro-drop).

Sentence (9b) also contrasts with (5) above, where no overt (pro)noun is required.

Finally, these constructions behave syntactically as a single clause with respect to Negative Concord Items (words or expressions that require the presence of clause-mate negation (→ Negation), similar to embedded clauses with a subjunctive verb in languages with overt subjunctive morphology (Progovac 1993).

In this syntactic environment, negation can license the negative concord item אדNOP 'anybody' across the subordinating particle ש- 'that' in (10a), but not in (10b). (10b) features a different type of matrix verb which does not impose any selectional restrictions of the type enumerated above on the verb in the embedded clause.

The conditional

Conditional mood is expressed in Hebrew by combinations of the three tense forms and dedicated subordinating particles: im 'if', ל(א)ל '(ו)lu a slightly archaic subordinator for the counterfactual conditional, and אלאמלא 'ilule', 'ilmale' which are forms for negative counterfactual conditions.

Conditional clauses are of two semantic sorts: potential / hypothetical and counterfactual. (11)–(12) exemplifies the first group, (13)–(14) the second.

(8a) רינה המליצה לי השעתי את הדלת
rina himliša li še'-e-n'al 'et ha-delet
Rina recommend.PAST.3FS. to.me that-1CS.-close.FUT ACC the-door
‘Rina recommended to me that I close the door’.

(8b) רינה המליצה לי השעתי את הדלת
rina himliša li še-na-šiš 'et ha-delet
Rina recommend.PAST.3FS. to.me that-PAST.1CS. ACC the-door
*R ‘Rina recommended to me that I closed the door’.

(9a) רינה המליצה לgil לא ייעבוד
rina himliša le-gil ya-avod yoter qaše
Rina recommend.PAST.3FS. to-Gil that-3MS-work.FUT more hard
‘Rina recommended to Gil that he work harder’.

(9b) עבוד היל שיאדבר
ya-avod yoter qaše
3MS.-work.FUT more hard
Intended: ‘He will work harder’.

(10a) הגיל לא ייעבוד
gil lo ya-avod
If Gil not work
‘Gil did not demand of me that I speak to anybody’.

(10b) הגיל לא ייעבוד
gil lo be'-emin še'-a-daber 'im 'af 'exad
Gil not believe.PAST.3MS. that-1CS.-talk.FUT with anybody
‘Gil did not believe that I would talk with anybody’.

(11a) אם תלי המגי'א, to-di'a li
If Tali arrive.PART-FS., 2MS.-notify.FUT to.me
‘If Tali arrives, let me know’.

(11b) אם תלי מ锃טלת, היא ממזטלת
'im tali me'-ašer-et, hi mesalsel-et
If Tali be.late.PART-FS., she call.PART-FS.
‘If Tali is late, she calls’.
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(11c) יָצְאוּ לא הם גָּשם יָרַד אם
im yarad gešem, hem lo yas'¬u
if fall.past-3ms. rain, they not go.out.past-3cpl.
‘If it rained, they didn’t go out’.

(11d) יָצְאוּ לא הם גָּשם יָרַד אם
im yarad gešem, hem lo y-es'¬u
if fall.down.past-3ms. rain, they not 3-go.out.fut-cpl.
‘If it rained, they won’t go out’.

(12a) תֹוּדוֹתוּ את יִקְבֵל, הָבחָיָהָּ בַּכְלַה הָתְלוּם תּוּאֵם אֵת הַתַּשׁוּעֲתוֹ
amad ba-talmid be-xol ha-bxnot,
succeed.past-3ms. the-student in-all the-examinations
ye-qabel 'et te'udat-o
3ms.-receive.fut ACC diploma-3ms.
‘If the student passes all the examinations, he will receive his diploma’ (Rosén 1977:234).

(12b) שְלַמַת, שָׁבָרַת
šavar-ta, šilam-ta
break.past-2ms., pay.past-2ms.
‘If you break it, you must pay’.

(12c) תֵויְיר מַפְרָיעַ לְךָ, תֵויְיר מַפְרָיעַ אַתָּה מֶסֶלָקֶת אֵת הַתָּיְר
tayar mafria(') l-ax ba-siyur
tourist disturb.part.ms. to-you.f in-.the-tour,
'at mesaleq-et 'oto
you.fs. expel.part-fs. him
‘If a tourist disturbs you during the tour, you throw him out’ (said as an instruction to a novice tour guide).

(13a) הֵון מֵרַוְיָה הָיָה (הַיָּם) אַתָּה מֶסֶלָקֶת אֵת הַתָּיְר, בֵּּעַ הוא מֵרַוְיָה הָיָה
'ilu maxr-a tali 'et ha-menayot 'etmol,
If, x sell.past-3fs. Tali ACC the-stocks yesterday,
(hi) hayt-a marviq-a hon
past-3fs. sell.acc fortune
‘If Tali had sold the stocks yesterday, she would have made a fortune’.

(13b) הֵון מֵרַוְיָה הָיָה (הַיָּם) אַתָּה מֶסֶלָקֶת אֵת הַתָּיְר
'im tali hayt-a moxer-et 'et ha-menayot 'etmol,
if Tali be.past-3fs. sell.past-fs. acc the-stocks yesterday,
bi hayt-a marviq-a hon
she be.past-3fs. gain.past-fs. fortune
‘If Tali had sold the stocks yesterday, she would have made a fortune’.

In potential or hypothetical conditionals, the conditional particle המ 'if' opens the protasis. The verb forms appearing in the apodosis and the protasis preserve their temporal values.

Potential / hypothetical conditionals can also appear without a conditional particle, in a paratactic construction which has a rule-like flavor. In this context, the past tense verbal forms can be interpreted atemporally, not necessarily denoting a location in time preceding the utterance. (12a) is in a literary register, (12b)–(12c) are in a colloquial register.

Turning now to counterfactual conditionals, these present several distinct characteristics. First, as mentioned above, they use a dedicated conditional subordinating particle. Second, there are restrictions on the temporal forms that may appear in the protasis and the apodosis; the latter uniformly features the periphrastic structure BE.PAST+participle, while the former features either the past tense form or the aforementioned periphrastic structure (→ Compound tenses). In the formal register, the past tense is used with the counterfactual particle, as in (13a). In more colloquial language like (13b) with the particle אם, only the periphrastic forms are possible.

These examples imply that Tali did not sell the stocks yesterday, and so the possibility of making a fortune as a consequence of selling them has ceased to be valid by the time of the utterance.
Importantly, the verbal forms here do not have a temporal denotation, as they are available with future oriented temporal adverbs, e.g., ‘tomorrow’ in the following examples.

(14) can be uttered in a context where the trip was planned to begin on the day of utterance time, but because of rain could not be carried out; the sentence conveys that rain on a day other than ‘today’ would not have altered the original plan. Another possible context for such a sentence is one in which the trip is meant to be a trip in the rain set out for ‘tomorrow’, and the weather forecast indicates no clouds in sight for the coming few days. For these cases it has been claimed that the past tense form relates to counterfactuality and not to a pure temporal denotation (Iatridou 2000).

2. Modality

Introduction

Modality is commonly conceived of as a semantic category having to do with such notions as possibility, necessity, permission, obligation, ability, and desire, all having in common the property of expressing non-actual states of affairs. Less descriptively put, this category indicates whether the underlying proposition is possible or necessary given what is known to the speaker (epistemic modality), given a set of rules and principles (deontic modality), given a set of circumstances (circumstantial modality), given a person’s desires (bouletic modality), or for achieving a particular goal (teleological modality) (for more details on these notions and approach to modality see Kratzer 1991; Palmer 2001; von Fintel 2006; Portner 2009; Hacquard forthcoming).

Modality is expressed by a large variety of linguistic means: modal verbs or semi-verbs, adjectives, adverbs, nouns, derivational morphemes, and inflectional morphemes (similar to Mood). A partial list of modal items in Modern Hebrew, in addition to Mood, which was discussed above is provided in examples (15)–(18) (and see also Ambar 1989). This is not an
exhaustive list; many items in one group have a derivational counterpart in another group, for instance: 

אבסטרקט efšar (predicative adjective) 'be possible', פרוסטרקט efšarit (noun) 'possibility', 

אבסטרקט efšari (predicative/attributive adjective) 'possible', אפשר (verb) 'to make possible', bit'afšer (verb) 'to be (made) possible'. The variation in parts of speech indicates how rooted this category is in the grammar of language, but is not necessarily all that indicative as to its interpretative and grammatical nature. In the following subsections, the syntax and semantics of the lexical items listed in (15)–(18) will be considered in more detail, not necessarily following the classification into parts of speech.

Modal clausal predicates

Morphologically, most of the forms in (19) are participial—they inflect for number and gender. בִּכָּל yaxol 'can' and בָּרֵך sarix 'need' also inflect for past and future tense. בָּרֵך yaxol inflects regularly, but does not have an infinitival form; בָּרֵך has suppletive past and future paradigms הבשך 'needed to' and ישתך 'will need to', respectively, and the infinitive הבשך 'to need to'.

(19) בָּרֵך 'need', בִּכָּל yaxol 'can', בָּרֵך yaxol 'must', מוכָּר amur 'should/ought', עֲלִי alul 'must/might (negative)', הבשך 'supposed to', שָׁפָי safry 'be forbidden', מַסְגָּל mesugal 'capable', בָּרֵך 'be permitted', שָׁפָי 'be preferable', ישתך 'be plausible', ישתך 'be recommended', אפשר 'be possible'.

In the examples (20)–(21), given without a context, ביוחי yaxol 'must' and בִּכָּל yaxol 'can' may be interpreted as either epistemic (i.e., possible or necessary given what is known to the speaker) or deontic (i.e., possible or necessary given a set of rules and principles).

Epistemic necessity or possibility are obtained if interpreted relative to a given piece of information, e.g., Tali's car being parked in front of her house, or what the speaker knows about Tali's schedule. In uttering (20), the speaker evaluates that, given the information at her disposal, there is no conceivable alternative to Tali's being at home. (21) states that the underlying proposition is compatible with the available information. Deontic modality is obtained if interpreted relative to a relevant set of rules or principles; (20) is understood as expressing an obligation for Tali to be at home at a particular time, while (21) expresses permission.

The Circumstantial kind of modality is exemplified in (22). Given a set of relevant facts, such as the law of gravity, and local conditions, such as the lack of wind, etc., the proposition must (or can) be true.

The leaf that has fallen from the tree can/must hit the ground'.

(20) הבשך 'must' and בָּרֵך yaxol 'can' can also be used to express Teleological modality, that is necessities/possibilities relative to a
given goal (23), and Bouletic modality, necessities/possibilities relative to one’s desires (24).

‘אمور ‘should, be supposed to’ is another predicate that can be used to express several kinds of modality. (25a) can be interpreted either as a (weak) necessity with respect to what is known to the speaker or a relevant set of rules or obligations. (25b) expresses Circumstantial modality.

This multiplicity of meanings is characteristic of modal predicates / auxiliaries cross-linguistically. Kratzer (1991) has suggested that it is not due to lexical ambiguity, but mainly to sensitivity to the context of use, and, in particular, to the nature of the alternative possibilities entertained in the context. Thus, the core semantic meaning of these predicates is either ‘necessity’ or ‘possibility’, and the various kinds of modality are mostly context-dependent. But other, non-lexical factors also come into play, for instance, Epistemic modality with the forms

(23) kedey lehagia(ע) ba-zman, ש Morrow im / yexol-im laqashat monit
In order to arrive on-time, must-cpl. / can-cpl. to take taxi
‘To arrive on time, one must/can take a taxi’.

(24a) ani mamaš ש Morrow liqnot ’et ha-iPhone ha-zadaš
I really must.ms. to buy acc the-iPhone the-new
‘I really must buy the new iPhone’.

(24b) ani yaxol ש Morrow liqnot ’et ha-iPhone ha-zadaš
I can.ms. to buy acc the-iPhone the-new
‘I would be willing to buy the new iPhone’.

(25a) tali ש Morrow ba-bayit be-ša’a ka-zot
Tali should/fs. to be in-the-house in-hour like-this
‘Tali should be home at such an hour’.

(25b) ha-šemak ha-ze ש Morrow linbot po
The plant the-this should.ms. to sprout here
‘This plant should sprout here’.

(26) tali ש Morrow-lenashaq
Tali must-cpl. / can-cpl. to win
‘Tali must/can win’.

(27) tali ש Morrow la-pgiša le’ašer
Tali capable-fs. to be-late to the-meeting
‘Tali is capable of being late for the meeting’.

(28) mutar ש Morrow la-bayit be-zameš permitted / forbidden to-Tali to be in-the-house at-five
‘It is permitted / forbidden for Tali to be at home at five’.
Modal adverbs

Adverbs are used for stating Epistemic or Circumstantial modality (Livnat 1994; 1999). This is exemplified in (29)–(30).

Livnat (2002) claims that in Modern Hebrew ‘ulay ‘maybe’ has acquired a deontic modal interpretation. In the sentences in (31), ‘ulay ‘maybe’ can either downgrade or reinforce the speech act intended in the basic sentence. It seems that when the speech act is a request, ‘ulay ‘maybe’ downgrades it, and when the speech act is one of demanding, ‘ulay ‘maybe’ reinforces it (Livnat 2002). Nevertheless, it is important to note that this effect of ‘ulay is obtained only when the clause contains a future-tense verb form which has been shown to be associated with the expressions of commands, wishes, etc. (see above the sections on Imperative and Subjunctive modality). This may indicate that it is not the adverb that contributes the deontic flavor.

The qatil adjectival derivational pattern

Modern Hebrew has a pattern of adjectives expressing abilities and dispositions (possibility Circumstantial modals), qatil, cognate to the English adjectives suffixed with -a/ible. Both are derived from a transitive verbal form, and express possibilities related to a given verb’s theme (32). This pattern is quite productive and gives rise to numerous neologisms (33). The vast majority of these forms are based on verbs from binyan qal (but note qatil ‘admissible (legally)’ from pi’el leqabel ‘receive’, mentioned by Rosén 1977:93).

A formation with a similar function available in Hebrew to supplement cases where an adjective cannot be derived from a verb using qatil is an adjectival compound consisting of the Aramaic noun bar + verbal-noun (Verbal noun; Rosén 1977:94, Gadish 2007).

(29)
כazzo beša be-hexra be-sa’a ka-zot
Tali maybe / surely / necessarily in-the-house in-hour like-this
‘Tali (is) maybe/surely/ (is) necessarily home at such an hour’.

(30)
es še-lo màš-q-im, be-hexra mityabeš
Tree that-not water.PART.-MPL. it, necessarily dries.PART.MS.
‘A tree that is not watered, necessarily dries out’.

(31a)
neck
‘ulay ne-šev
Maybe 1cpl-sit.FUT
‘Why don’t we sit/Let’s sit/Shall we sit’ (Livnat 2002, ex. 14).

(31b)
משהו ליו ta-š†iri li mašehu
Maybe 2fs.-leave.FUT to.me something
‘Leave something for me, will you’ (Livnat 2002, ex. 13).

(31c)
neck
‘ulay ta-azov ’oti bi-mnuša
Maybe 2fs.-leave.FUT me in-peace
‘Why don’t you leave me in peace!’ (Livnat 2002, ex. 18b).

(32)
masir ‘that which can be sold, sellable’,
dabir ‘that which can be ridden, ridable’, e.g., a horse (Zarhi 2008)

(33)
maxir ‘that which can be sold, sellable’,
dabir ‘that which can be ridden, ridable’, e.g., a horse (Zarhi 2008)

(34)
bar-bašagša ‘gasim ‘realizable’
bar-bisša ‘bashig ‘obtainable’
br-śaq ‡baša ‘doable’
br-tiqun ‡taqin ‘reparable’

taqin תקין is an existing form meaning ‘in order, proper, undamaged’.
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The qətîl adjectives have a dedicated negation morpheme bəlti. bar+verb-noun is negated by נָּוֹ (Negation of Adjectives).

Additional means to express modality

Habituality

Habituality is a modal concept: the habit is construed as a tendency to keep up a certain pattern (Krifka et al. 1995; Boneh and Doron 2009). In Hebrew all three verbal tenses can be part of habituality statements (35a). Habituality in the past may also be expressed by a dedicated periphrastic form, the past form of ב+ participle, as exemplified in (35b) (Compound verb).

While the simple forms may also express episodic eventualities, the periphrastic form is used for the expression of habituality, unless used in conditional clauses, where it expresses counterfactual conditionals (See section 1 The conditional).

The interpretive differences between past tense habituality expressed by the simple past tense form, as in (35a), and by the periphrastic past as in (35b) are discussed in Boneh and Doron (2008; 2009).

Existential constructions involving modality

In a somewhat formal register of Modern Hebrew one finds the following for expressing Deontic modality:

(36) על-דה לִהְיוֹתִי וְפָּעַל פְּרָט-שֶׁשָּׁשׁ

‘You must/should/are to be here at six’.

The bearer of the obligation is introduced by means of inflection of the preposition לע ‘on’.’ Views diverge on whether this construction contains an elided form cognate to the noun הָלִית hava ‘duty’ or not (Rosén 1977 and Ambar 1989). However it does seem to be the case that the source for modality has to be traced back to the presence of the infinitival form. Example (2) above on the Imperative mood, repeated here as (37), illustrates that the bare infinitive may also be used to express an obligation directed at the addressee.

It is not the purpose of this entry to explore the affinity between Imperative mood and Deontic modality, but see for instance (Schwager 2006), who suggests that imperatives are performatives, but in any other respect are like Deontic necessity modals.

Additional support for the view that the source of Denotic modality is the infinitive comes from an older construction exemplified in (38):

This construction is impersonal, and can appear only in the present tense (יִישוּ רַמאָלִים בָּפָּדֶה בָּפָּדֶה ‘One should eat with one’s mouth shut’, בּוֹהָ נֵי רַמאָלִים בָּפָּדֶה ‘One should have eaten with one’s mouth shut’, if at all acceptable, is non-modal). Bhatt (1998) provides a cross-linguistic survey and analysis of possessive/existential constructions that also express Deontic modality. Although he argues that the source of modality is not the overt items in the
There is progress.

‘Shake before use.’

‘One should shake before use’.

It is not quite possible that after three dates he will dump her.

‘Will it be possible that we meet later for coffee?’

construction, but rather a covert modal operator, considering the Hebrew example, it is not clear why a covert modal should be present in (38), but not in (39), which features the verbal noun, suggesting again that the infinitive is the source of modality.

Note also that bare infinitives, like the ones exemplified in (2) and (37) differ minimally from the existential-like constructions in (38) in that the order/obligation necessarily concerns the addressee in (37), but not in (38). The distinction is illustrated in (40).

Finally, in a colloquial register of Modern Hebrew there is an additional construction featuring the existential copula שׁי/אין yeš/eyn ‘there is/not’ with מב� masa‘v ‘situation’ which is related to modality, since the combination means ‘it is possible/ impossible’ (41). This sentence is interpreted as a possibility (Epistemic) modal, uttered in view of available information. In the interrogative (42), this type of construction is used more and more to express attenuated proposals. Both sentences in (42) are actually equivalent to ‘Would you like us to meet later for coffee?’

It seems that this construction is based on a calque of the English expression ‘No way’ which is מבע masa‘v in Modern Hebrew. Constructions such as (41)–(42) exhibit a modal flavor of possibility, contrasting with the necessity Deontic modality of the construction exemplified in (38).
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